Commencement Pictures
Class of 1959

Leading procession to graduation ceremonies are Senior Class officers, left to right, Bob Math, Secretary, Dick Sampson, President, and Bud Long, Vice President. The long procession led the 1959 graduates to their seats in Tech Cage where they received their diplomas and were addressed by Dr. Shurtleff and the commencement speaker John Corder, President of the Massachusetts Bar and Ethics Corporation. Dr. Kilbourne gave the Charge to the seniors which led to their Cliassic and safe departure from national problems which will be remembered for many years to come.

Russian Journal Available in Library

Current Russian scientific literature will be available to students in the course of a new program initiated by the MIT library. Under this program MIT will exchange technical literature with the MIT Library at the Office of Technical Services. The library's publications are now available in other countries and, according to Dr. William S. Lockwood, director of MIT, the science and engineering journals and books for which MIT has been asked are now available in Russia.

RUSSIAN JOURNAL AVAILABLE IN LIBRARY

Current Russian journals are available in the MIT Library, the American Exchange for Technical Libraries. These journals are usually available through the MIT Journal Exchange Program, which provides free access to Russian journals. MIT Library also provides free access to Russian journals through the MIT Journal Exchange Program. These journals are also available through the MIT Library's Technical Services Office.
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